A couple of the Davis clan from Burnt Bridge, pose for the cameraman with rather doubtful smiles.

Three Bowraville girls. Lilly Ballangarry, little Caroline Donovan and Frances Chapman.

A real proud father. Mr. Troutman, of Boggabilla, and his two husky sons.

Hilton Gregory Donovan (note the special shirt), and Shirley Ballangarry, of Bowraville.

Three boys, three dogs and a gun (and some rabbits!). Lawrence Newman, Athol Woolfe and Brian Barlow, of Condobolin.

On a seat in the park on a sunny day. Mrs. Kath Sloan and young Johnny.

Snapped in the street at Condobolin. Mrs. Reid, and her friend, Mrs. Gray.

Two well-known Condobolin identities, Mr. and Mrs. John Williams.

Ray and Fred Friar, of Condobolin and Reggie Nadar (and the fox terrier of course.)